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This 16 seat VIP regional jet provides the perfect solution for larger multi-generational family or group 

movements, where one executive jet is unable to meet seating and baggage requirements. The CRJ200 

provides 400 cu. ft. of baggage capacity, twice as much as the largest executive jets, making it ideal for 

extended stays in resort destinations where guests are packing “heavy” or may have additional baggage 

such as golf clubs or skis.

VIP CRJ200 16 Seats
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VIP CRJ200 16 Seats

The 30 seat EMB135 and CRJ200 provide a budget conscious option for smaller group movements, 

up to thirty (30) passengers. With a range of approx. 2,000 miles these aircraft are ideal for shorter 

itineraries, but may also be used for longer trips, but may require fuel stops. 

EMB 135 30 Seats



The 50 seat EMB145 provides a budget conscious option for groups of up to fifty (50) passengers. 

With a range of approx. 1,780 miles these aircraft are ideal for shorter itineraries, but may also be 

used for longer trips, but may require fuel stops. 

EMB 145 50 Seats
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EMB 145 50 Seats

The 70 seat CRJ700 provides a budget conscious option for group of up to seventy (70) passengers.

CRJ 700 70 SeatsCRJ 700



Boeing 737s are the most reliable airliners in the world. With nearly five hours of range, the 737-400 

can fly non-stop to most points in the US, Canada, Mexico and the Caribbean, and can reach far 

more airports than commercial airlines. This aircraft is perfect for group movements.

VIP B737 68 Seats
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The 150 seat B737-400 is the ideal aircraft for domestic group movements. With a range of approx. 

2,370 miles this aircraft may reach many destinations with non-stop operations. If range becomes an 

operating constraint, then the B737-800 (below) provides additional seating and range performance.

B737-400 150 Seats



The 168 seat B737-800 is… With a range of approx. 4,600 miles this aircraft may reach… 

B737-800 168 Seats



The 168 seat B737-800 is… With a range of approx. 4,600 miles this aircraft may reach… 

B737-800 168 Seats

This 96 seat VIP widebody airliner provides… With a rage of approx. 7,480 miles the 767-300ER can 

provide intercontinental operations, and is ideal for group large movements from the United States to 

Europe or South America. The high-density variant of the 767-300ER may seat up to 375 passengers. 

VIP 767-300ER 96 Seats


